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ADVANCED SPARRING 

Footwork While Bouncing (Review Beginner and 
Intermediate): 

 Single Switch; Double Switch; Step Forward; Step 
Back; Shuffle Forward; Shuffle Backward 

 

Advanced Sparring (with Opponent) 

 Successfully execute footwork 

 Successfully execute solid kicks and punches 

 Keep hands up and remain in 3-point stance 

 Defend yourself at all times with good blocks 

 Execute curriculum kicking combinations or ones the 
student creates for themselves 

 Understand point sparring and what counts as a point 
 

NOTE:  Required sparring gear - Head Gear, Chest 
Gear, Forearm Guards, Shin/Instep Guards.  All 
males MUST wear a groin protector.  Students with 
Orthodontic braces must wear a mouth guard. 
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FORMS & BASICS 

Advanced Kicks:  
1. Inside Crescent Kick 
2. Outside Crescent Kick 

 
Poomse:  Tae Geuk Chil (chill) Jhang; plus all previous Poomses 
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Red Belt - 2 

 

SPARRING REVIEW, BREAKING, & 
STRETCHING 
 

Footwork While Bouncing (Review Beginner and Intermediate): 

 Single Switch; Double Switch; Step Forward; Step Back; 
Shuffle Forward; Shuffle Backward 

Breaking: 

 Jumping Turning Back Kick 
Stretching: 

 Side Splits, Front Splits 

 Touch Toes w/ Straight Leg 

 Legs Open, Touch Toes w/ Side Bend w/ Straight Leg 

LEADERSHIP REQUIREMENT 

All red and higher belts must choose to volunteer to teach one 
class per week and complete the standard two (2) class minimum 
requirement.  Every red belt must teach a minimum of four (4) 
classes before s/he will be allowed to test for High Red. 
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Red Belt - 3 

 

FORMS & KNOWLEDGE 

Vocabulary: 
 

Poomse:  Tae Geuk Chil (chill) Jhang plus all previous Poomses 

 Represents kan.  It means clean cut or stopping action. (25 
pooms) 

 
Basic Principles of Kee Energy 
 

The whole Universe is composed of Kee (energy).  The process of 

its creation, growth and decay is manipulated by the harmony and 

principle of the Um and Yang. In order to have a healthy body and 

mind, people need to gather vital Kee (energy) through effective 

methods of breathing, such as breathing done from your diaphragm 

through the nose.  

 

The most beneficial way to breathe is deeper, longer, gentler, 

quieter, and smoother. Korean Martial Arts requires abdominal 

conditioning, specifically the lower abdomen which is the life and 

energy source of the human body.  It is conditioned by 

strengthening the muscles and practicing effective breathing.   

 

Kee (energy) must be directed to the striking point and focused in 

the abdomen, while totally relaxing the rest of the body. This is the 

way that power is generated. Kee (energy) will flow more actively 

in a completely relaxed state and will ultimately contribute to 

greater flexibility, speed, quick reaction, increased endurance and 

power.  

 

True happiness and better health begins by loving one's self, taking 

care of one's body through physical exercise, like Tae Kwon‐Do, 

proper nutrition and Kee (energy) training. When a person has 

achieved happiness, he or she will positively influence harmony in 

one's family and society and contribute to national and international 

peace. 


